BOX DESIGN

Aluminum enclosure
in silver or black

Under the hood:
latest state-of-the-art
electronic components

What is Box Design S2?
Pro-Ject Audio Systems was founded
in 1991 with the vision to design and
build high-quality record players for a
reasonable price. Since the very beginning, our philosophy has been to design
products in a functional manner and to
omit unnecessary buttons or features.
Sound quality first is our dedication! The
aesthetic of Pro-Ject products is driven
by their purpose and interface so the
user can concentrate on the essential:
Experience music with all of your senses.
We designed a completly new and revolutionary range of high-end electronic

Full color OLED display

micro components, engineered and manufactured according to the same principles as our acclaimed turntables.
The S2 line, introduced in 2017, is a
series of amplifiers, sources and accessory components. The idea is to make
the devices as small as possible, but still
have a breathtaking sound performance.
The interior of the S2 line is based on the
latest state-of-the-art electronic components, manufactured to the highest standards and built with absolute precision.
The full aluminum housing in silver or
black provides a high-end look, that has
never been produced at this price-level.
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Why Box Design S2?
The S2 line is the perfect entrypoint into the real hifi stereo world. We
designed the S2 line and every
other Box Design line, as a modular
product range. That means you can
customize your music system with the
components you really need. Traditional hifi systems tend to put everything in one box, with the result
that the quality of each element is
average. On top of that, these systems
are mostly overloaded with features and
therefore complicated to use.
Another big advantage of the S2 line is
if one feature is getting outdated, you
simply replace that single component
and not the whole system.

Its ultra compact and minimal design
allows you to place it almost everywhere which is a big improvement to the
the bulky hifi components of the past.
S2 is the basis for a true hifi stereo
experience for a similar price as standard audio products. The majority of
them use one-box-speaker-systems.
These systems might technically be
stereo in principal, but the speakers are
built so close together that the actual
result for the listener is mono. With these
systems you will never get the same live
music experience you will get with even
the most basic S2 set...
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Hifi Stereo Set S2
The easiest way of getting a real hifi stereo image.
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Digital Source

Speaker Box
5 S2

Hifi Stereo Set S2

Connect it RCA C

The budget friendly and audiophile
bookshelf speakers, Speaker Box 5 S2,
offer outstanding value for money. HiFi
Stereo Set S2 is the perfect entry into
the real stereo experience.

Stereo Box S2 BT

Connect-It LS

Speaker Box
5 S2

This simple and elegant micro system
is for everyone who wishes to enjoy
their favorite music in higher quality.
You can connect any available source to
Stereo Box S2 BT via its analogue RCA line
inputs or stream wireless audio to its
Bluetooth receiver.

While today’s popular speaker solutions
only offer an unsatisfying mono sound,
you will get a full stereo image with our
Speaker Box 5 S2 and Stereo Box S2 BT
set. Due to its size it fits in almost every
livingroom interior. Our electronics and
speakers are durable, of a high quality
and have an impressive sound.
Both products are handmade in Europe!

Connect-It LS
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Analogue Hifi Stereo Set S2
Enjoy analogue audio to its fullest.
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Analogue Hifi Stereo Set S2

Essential III SB

Essential III

Speaker Box
5 S2

Connect it E

Tube Box S2
Connect it RCA C

Pre Box S2 Analogue
Amp Box S2

Connect it LS

Connect it RCA C

Speaker Box
5 S2

The Analogue HiFi Stereo S2 Set is for
the pure analogue audio fan. It consists
of class leading products such as the
Tube Box S2, which is a fully discreet tube
phono pre-amplifier. It is known for its full
and immersive sound.
The Pre Box S2 Analogue offers multiple
line level inputs, to which many analogue
sources can be connected. As source
we chose to use the Essential III SB, an
entry-level audiophile’s dream.
The power amplifier, Amp Box S2, offers
room-filling sound and enough power

to drive Speaker Box 5 S2 to its summit.
The entire set is made to enjoy analogue
audio to its fullest.
You can further enhance this set by
adding standalone power supplies, like
Power Box S2, or you could add a digital
to analogue converter, such as the DAC
Box S2+, to add a little digital flexibility.
With DAC Box S2+ you can also connect
other sources, like your TV, a CD player or
a computer to the system.

Connect it LS
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Ultimate Hifi Stereo Set S2

Made to enjoy the best of both worlds, analogue and digital.
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Essential III

Speaker Box
10 S2

Speaker Box
10 S2

Essential III

Connect it E

CD Box S2

Connect it RCA

Connect it LS

MaiA S2

PC / Mac

USB cable

Connect it LS

Ultimate Hifi Stereo Set S2
This all-rounder set is for everyone who
wants to enjoy the best of both worlds,
analogue and digital. The heart of this
system is our integrated amplifier, the
MaiA S2. The MaiA S2 is equipped to
handle all digital and analogue HiFi-playback devices you can think of. Connect
your Essential III turntable to the built-in
phono stage and enjoy your vinyl played
back with ultimate accuracy.
Adding our ultra-compact CD Box S2 for
audiophile CD playback opens up the
other end of the spectrum by offering a
pristine digital music experience. Digital
optical, coaxial and USB inputs enable

this setup to be integrated into any living room, providing all the connectivity
needed for TVs, Laptops, Blu-Ray Disc
players or video game consoles. Our
floor standing speakers, Speaker Box
10 S2, are made in Europe and offer a
top-quality sound. All components used
are audiophile grade and are sure to deliver sonic bliss. To further improve sound
quality, you can use the optional power
supply Power Box MaiA for the MaiA S2,
CD Box S2 and the Essential III turntable.
This way you will unlock the full potential
of all products.
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Streaming Set S2

Experience a marvelously sounding streaming system.
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Smartphone

Speaker Box
10 S2

Speaker Box
10 S2

Stream Box S2

Connect it RCA C

Connect it LS

Stereo Box S2 BT

Streaming Set S2
This set forms the compact and easy
solution to get all your digitally streamed
music delivered to high-quality stereo
speakers. If you are used to streaming
your favorite music on your phone, this
simple setup will let you appreciate your
music in a completely new way. The
Stream Box S2 allows you to access
online streaming services like Spotify
and TIDAL and control them comfortably
from your phone. Music saved locally on
your phone is transmitted via WiFi, which
avoids a loss of sound quality, often
associated with regular Bluetooth
connections. In combination with the
Stereo Box S2 BT you can properly drive

our floor standing speakers, the Speaker
Box 10 S2. If you want a quick Bluetooth
connection for your mobile devices, the
Stereo Box S2 BT is also able to do just
that.
This combination - excellent speakers, a
small yet powerful amplifier, and a marvelously sounding streaming device allows you to experience all the finest
details and nuances in your music and
involve yourself in an ultra-immersive
stereo soundstage.

Connect it LS
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High End DAC & Streaming Set S2
The best streaming experience ever. For all demands.
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iPad

Speaker Box
10 S2

Stream Box S2 Ultra

Speaker Box
10 S2

USB Cable

Pre Box S2 Digital
Amp Box S2

Connect it LS

Connect it RCA C

Connect it LS

High End DAC & Streaming Set S2
The heart of this set is our EISA Award
winning Stream Box S2 Ultra. With it, we
have designed a completely new product
in the streaming world. It features never
seen control scenarios and unprecedented audio performance. Its main goal is
to be a universal device that can get any
USB DAC into the network, upgrading
your favourite high-end DAC with modern
and future proof streaming capabilities.
The Stream Box S2 acts as a pure transport, fulfilling this job to its very best.
Together with Pre Box S2 Digital, this set
supports resolutions up to the highest
forms such as MQA and DSD. It is a safe,
future proof solution, completely unique

in this price-range. The Stream Box S2
Ultra powers the DAC via USB and acts as
a clean power supply. Control the Stream
Box via App, Roon or Webbrowser and
seamlessly switch between Streaming
services like TIDAL or Spotify. Activate
Shairport or Bluetooth to connect mobile
devices.
Adding an Amp Box S2 and a pair of
speakers, this incredibly small set provides all the digital audio and streaming
features any modern living room needs
and will future-proof it for years to come.
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High End Headphone Set S2
Experience high end audio performance for a reasonable price.
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High End Headphone S2 Set

Meze 99 Classic

Digital Source
Pre Box S2 Digital

USB Cable

Accu Box S2

Power Cable

This set contains multi award winning
components. The Pre Box S2 Digital
has been chosen as DAC of the year by
prestigious EISA HiFi critics all over the
world. Its performance is enhanced
even further with the dedicated battery
driven power supply Accu Box S2.
Partnered with one of the most awarded headphones in the recent past, the
Meze 99 Classic, you will experience
cost-effective audio-perfection.
The High End Headphone S2 Set is
for everyone looking to enhance their
music experience to high levels, but who
is not willing to spend a big amount of
money. This set will convince every

growing and existing enthusiast. With
support for highest resolution files,
Pre Box S2 Digital is set to be future
proof and will be the heart of your micro
hifi system for years to come.
You can connect up to three different
digital sources to your Pre Box S2
Digital. Those can be Laptops, Personal
Computers, TVs, CD players and many
more electronics. If you want to take this
setup to the next sonic-level, you might
consider adding a power amplifier, such
as Amp Box S2, and a pair of speakers
to it. This way you can also enjoy your
favorite artists in a room filling way with
better stereo imaging.
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Made of the same high quality

aluminum as all S2 components

Control it Pre Box S2 Digital

A luxurious remote control which not only controls your hardware but also your software.
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Free Box Control App available
for Android and iOS

Remote Box S2

Add Remote Box S2 to your setup, pair it with your
smartphone and control your entire system.
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S2 OVERVIEW

S2 OVERVIEW

Term definitions

Pre Amplifier

Device to connect and switch analogue and/or digital sources.
Amplifies the signal for a power amplifier which drives the speakers.

Integrated Amplifier

Combines pre and power amplifier in one device.

phono amplifiers also create a digital output which is used for

signal to an analogue one.

music streaming from your mobile phone. A quick and easy way

Some integreated / pre amplifiers and DACs have a headphone
amplifier built in.

Phono Pre Amplifier

Device to connect a turntable to a pre amplifier, integrated
amplifier or any other audio device like Dolby Surround recei-

vers which do not have a built in phono pre amplifier. Amplifies

and equalizes the phono signal to a standard line signal. Some

Headphone Amp

Pre Box S2 Analogue

Stereo Box S2

Amp Box S2

Head Box S2 Digital

Pre Box S2 Digital

Stereo Box S2 BT

Device to connect and switch digital sources. Converts a digital

speakers.

Amplifies signals to power and drives headphones.

Power Amp

D/A Converter

Bluetooth

Headphone Amplifier

Integrated Amp

digital recordings.

Power Amplifier

Amplifies the signal from the pre amplifier to power and drive the

Pre Amp

Head Box S2

Receives music from a Bluetooth capable device - wireless
to get music from Spotify, TIDAL or Apple Music from your phone
to your hifi system.

Power Supplies

An upgrade to the standard power supplies. Cleans power from

Pre Box S2 Digital

the mains by filtering interferences, which leads to even better
state-of-the-art sound quality. Some power supplies are able to

power multiple Box Design products and allow an elegant single
power cable solution.

Some S2 components are listed more then once because they
feature more than one main function.
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S2 OVERVIEW

S2 OVERVIEW

Phono Pre Amp

D/A Converter

Bluetooth

Power Supplies

Streamer

Tuner

Remote Control

Phono Box S2

DAC Box S2 +

Bluetooth Box S2

Accu Box S2

Stream Box S2

Tuner Box S2

Remote Box S2

Phono Box S2 Ultra

Head Box S2 Digital

Stereo Box S2 BT

Accu Box S2 USB

Stream Box S2 Ultra

Tube Box S2

Pre Box S2 Digital

Control it S2
Pre Box S2 Digital

Power Box S2

AD Box S2 Phono
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S2 OVERVIEW

POWER & ACCU USABILITY

Integrated Solution

CD - Player

MaiA S2

CD Box S2

Power Box S2
Amp Box S2

AD Box S2 Phono
Bluetooth Box S2
DAC Box S2+
Head Box S2

Head Box S2 Digital
MaiA S2

Phono Box S2

Pre Box S2 Analogue
Pre Box S2 Digital
Stereo Box S2 BT

Stream Box S2 Ultra
Stream Box S2
Tube Box S2

1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
-

Accu Box S2

Accu Box S2 USB

2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-

3=good performance / 2=better performance / 1=best performance
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Produced in Europe
www.project-audio.com

instagram.com/projectaudiosystems

www.facebook.com/PJ.Audio.Systems
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